
 

Bluegrass Digital flying the flag at Umbraco Codegarden
2014

The annual Umbraco Codegarden conference is taking place from 11-13 June in Copenhagen, Denmark and Umbraco
Certified Partners, Bluegrass Digital, are attending.

Bluegrass Digital are attending as the first South African company to do so. With over six years' experience working with
Umbraco and over 70 implementations for large global brand sites, Bluegrass Digital will be in good company during the
conference.

Umbraco Codegarden will be attended by 450 international delegates over three days and boasts 20 sessions, 26 highly-
knowledgeable speakers, three workshops, one keynote address and enough coffee to fuel an army.

Bluegrass Digital will be represented by Mark Hawkins, Operations Director and Farhad Bheekoo, Senior Software
Developer.

The Umbraco Codegarden is the best place for developers to learn about the newest features and possibilities in Umbraco,
and be inspired by those who have implemented large and small-scale sites using Umbraco. Codegarden's unique
approach to conferencing is all about networking and problem-solving. The 'Open Space Technology' means that you are
not limited to the scheduled topics, but can put your own passion on the agenda.

Attendees can also join the classroom workshops that will be hosted by the developers behind the Umbraco software -
allowing you to get stuck-in and actively contribute to conversation. Themes that will be covered in the classroom sessions
will be:

Follow Bluegrass Digital (@Bluegrassgroup) and Mark Hawkins (@watzupmark) using the hashtag #CG14, to keep updated
throughout the conference.

About Umbraco

Founded by Niels Hartvig more than 10 years ago, Umbraco has evolved and grown into the renowned Open Source .Net
CMS software that has allowed clients to seamlessly integrate their online content, whether it be for a powerful online
marketing tool, superb e-Commerce platform, or a hub for an online community.

www.umbraco.com / www.codegarden14.com

About Bluegrass Digital

Bluegrass Digital is a leading provider of creative technological solutions and digital production services for mobile, web
and social platforms. With our head office in London and hubs in Cape Town and Johannesburg, our highly-skilled team
offers a diverse pool of knowledge and expertise, bringing together creativity and innovative technology that delivers top-
notch results for our clients.

11 Jun 2014By Melanie Esterhuizen, issued by Bluegrass Digital

Extend Umbraco with Angular JS: leverage javascript for beautiful back office extensions.
Team development on Umbraco.io: take your workflow to the cloud.
Umbraco Contour Masterclass: shedding new light on forms.
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Our expert knowledge in creative technology and development means that we are able to deliver a unique offering, centered
on service delivery excellence. Bluegrass has a proven track record of delivering high-quality projects on time and within
budget.

As one of the pioneering digital agencies in South Africa, we have many years of experience in the industry and can deal
with just about any challenge presented to us. We understand that each client and every project is unique, and we ensure
that we take the time to thoroughly understand you and your business, align with your strategic objectives and develop a
strong working relationship.

www.bluegrassdigital.com

Why Umbraco CMS continues to rise as an enterprise CMS leader 26 Apr 2024

Welcome to the era of the AI co-pilot 11 Apr 2024

5 dos and don’ts to secure customer loyalty 12 Mar 2024

Bluegrass successfully transforms Kenya Airways website 22 Nov 2023

A roadmap for marketing personalisation success 16 Nov 2023

Bluegrass Digital

We help businesses transform and succeed in a digital world through insight-led customer experience,
innovation and technology built to scale.
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